Among the important group-III-group-V alloys with lattice match to GaAs, the III-V-boride compounds begin to attract interest. Despite many theoretical and experimental studies on binary boride materials, except for the BAs system for which physical material properties are largely obscure, only little is known for ternary and quaternary boronincorporating III-V solid solutions. Demanding studies of fundamental properties, the incorporation of boron may open pathways for band-gap engineering in III-V alloys. Specifically, long-wavelength materials for solar cell absorber, coherent light emitter, and detector devices may enrich the realm of III-V optoelectronic applications.
1,2
The B x In y Ga 1−x−y As quaternary system is of particular interest for solar energy conversion devices because the incorporation of boron and indium in GaAs could potentially lead to strainfree materials with reduced band-gap values. Such absorber materials could be incorporated into multi-junction solar cell structures with high conversion efficiency. 3 Alloying of indium with GaAs reduces the band gap considerably, but lattice mismatch excludes applications in solar cell structures, where sufficiently large absorber layers are required. Addition of boron counterbalances strain by virtue of the opponent covalent radii between indium and boron as compared to gallium. Possible difficulties may arise eventually upon the boron-induced increase of the band-gap energy and the miscibility gap of the solid solution. However, only few experimental attempts have been reported so far on this material system.
1,4-6 Theoretical and experimental data on the electronic band structure properties of B x In y Ga 1−x−y As alloys are widely unknown. Likewise, only little is known about the lattice mode properties of B x In y Ga 1−x−y As, where the host material InGaAs is renowned for its exotic phonon mode behavior, 7 which follows neither the one-nor the two-mode scheme. For B x Ga 1−x As, a two-mode phonon behavior has been found for boron concentrations ഛ3%. 6 Isovalent boron substitution of gallium and indium thus provides expectation of an interesting phonon mode behavior.
In this letter we report on measurement of the Brillouinzone ⌫-point and ⌳ electronic transition energies, phonon and impurity modes, and ⌫-point effective conduction band mass from comprehensive spectroscopic ellipsometry investigations. We employ our recently developed model dielectric function ͑MDF͒ approach for the electronic band to band transitions, the far-infrared ͑FIR͒ ellipsometry technique for phonon and impurity mode measurement, and our FIR magneto-optic generalized ellipsometry ͑FIR-MOGE͒ tool for assessment of the free-charge-carrier properties effective mass ͑m * ͒, density ͑N͒, and mobility ͑͒. The sample investigated here consists of a silicon-doped B 0.03 In 0.06 Ga 0.91 As layer grown pseudomorphically on undoped GaAs by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy. The growth temperature was T G = 550°C. Further details on growth parameters and composition determination are given in Ref. 8 . The quaternary layer was nominally 1300 nm thick and the nominal freecharge-carrier concentration was about 9 ϫ 10 17 cm −3 . High resolution x-ray diffraction measurements ensured the high structural quality and the low lattice mismatch of the sample. The perpendicular lattice mismatch ͑⌬a / a͒ Ќ was less than 3 ϫ 10 −4 . According to the classical Drude theory, the dielectric function of semiconductors provides access to the coupled quantities N / m * and N. Previously, N obtained from electrical Hall-effect measurements was combined with ellipsometry results to obtain m * and for thin layers. 9 However, electrical contacts potentially affect the free-charge-carrier properties upon surface state formation and Fermi level pinning and complicate Hall-effect interpretation. [10] [11] [12] [13] Near-infrared visible ͑NIR-vis͒ ͑0.75-3.3 eV͒ ellipsometry data were measured at room temperature at angles of incidence ⌽ a = 65°and 75°using a VASE™ system ͑J.A. Woollam Co.͒ with spectral resolution set to 3 meV. FIR ͑100-600 cm −1 ͒ ellipsometry measurements were performed with 1 cm −1 resolution at ⌽ a = 45°. FIR-MOGE data were acquired within our optical Hall-effect setup with magnetic fields 0 ͉H͉ = ± 3.00͑0.02͒ T, as detailed previously. [10] [11] [12] 14 The treatment of the optical response of birefringent media is properly described within the Mueller matrix ͑M͒ and Stokes vector ͑S͒ presentation. Ellipsometry permits determination of the full 4 ϫ 4 matrix M, which relates the four real-valued elements of S before, S input , and after, S output , the interaction with an optical system: S j output = ͚ i=0 3 M ji S i input ͑j =0, ... ,3͒.
15
For isotropic media, complex reflectance ratio = r p / r s , where r p and r s are the Fresnel coefficients for light polarized parallel ͑p͒ and perpendicular ͑s͒, respectively, is commonly presented in terms of the pseudodielectric function ͗͘ = ͗ 1 ͘ + i͗ 2 ͘.
16
The ellipsometric data were analyzed using a stratified layer calculation with appropriate MDF accounting for the dielectric response of the epilayer and the substrate. 6, 13 The NIR-vis MDF employs the critical-point model developed recently for BGaAs. 6 The FIR MDF accounts for polar lattice mode and free-charge-carrier contributions, rendered by harmonic oscillators and the classical Drude approach, respectively. The FIR-MOGE model requires an anisotropic expansion of the plasma contribution according to the classical Drude model, which provides additional access to the carrier cyclotron frequency c . During data analysis, significant MDF parameters were varied until calculated and measured data match as close as possible ͑best fit͒. A two-phase model ͑undoped GaAs substrate/B 0.03 In 0.06 Ga 0.91 As layer͒ is employed to analyze the FIR ellipsometry spectra. For the NIRvis data analysis a very thin oxide layer of approximately 3 nm, formed on top of the B 0.03 In 0.06 Ga 0.91 As layer, was included to properly implement its influence on the NIR-vis data. The high-frequency edge of the phonon band in Fig. 2 is tentatively assigned to the InAs-related sublattice vibration. A similar structure was previously reported without assignment from In x Ga 1−x As FIR reflectivity measurements. 19 We assign AM Si with a low-polarity Si mode, likely caused by Si substituted on Ga or As sites. Similar modes were previously found in GaAs for wave numbers between 380 and 400 cm −1 . 20 Figure 3 summarizes our FIR-MOGE measurements and the corresponding best-model calculated spectra. Here, data are presented by the differences between ellipsometry spectra taken at 0 ͉H͉ = 3.00͑0.02͒ and −3.00͑0.02͒ T. These are the nonvanishing Mueller matrix element difference spectra under reversal of the external magnetic field and which render the magnetic-field-induced optical free-charge-carrier birefringence at FIR wavelengths. If a semiconductor layer structure sample is exposed to a magnetic field 0 H, the dielectric function of each constituent ͑substrate, layers, etc.͒ which contains free charge carriers requires a complexvalued tensor description FC-MO ͑͒. Measurement of this tensor by acquiring MOGE spectra and comparing model calculated data allows the determination of the cyclotron frequency c = 0 ͉H͉͑e / m * ͒ and the plasmon broadening and plasmon frequency parameters ␥ p = e / ͑m * ͒ and p = ͱ Ne 2 / ͑ 0 m * ͒, respectively ͑e denotes the the elementary charge and 0 the vacuum permittivity͒. 12 Both plasmon frequency and broadening parameters are already defined by the analysis of the field-free FIR ellipsometry measurement. 
